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of Faustina II., preserved in the Vienna Museum/8 seem
to have been also issued during the lifetime of these
Empresses.
The carpentum was generally drawn by mules, and
hence was called carpentum mulare.29 Indeed it appears
from the coins struck at Rome that mules were always
employed in the carpenta of women, whilst horses were
used for those of men.30 What in all probability are the
carpenta of men may be seen on coins of Augustus
struck in b.c. 2,31 and on some of the consecration coins
of several of the Emperors, especially on the coins of
Augustus,32 Claudius,33 and Vespasian.34 These carpenta
differ from those on most of the coins of the Empresses :
on these latter the covering of the carriage is supported
by Caryatides at the four corners -, on the former the car
28	The obverse legend is FAVSTINA AVG. PIL AVG.
FIL.; the reverse S. R Q. B. (Cohen Mid. Imp. No. 218 ; cf.
the note, No. 1).
29	Lamprid. in Heliogab. 4.     It was also sometimes drawn
by horses or oxen (Casaubon, Annot, ad. L c.).
30	The AIIHNH on the Greek Imperial coins of Ephesus is
a carriage with four wheels, drawn by horses (Mionnet, vols. iii.
and vi.).    It was in early times four-wheeled, rcrpem/jcXos- air^vq
(Horn. 11. xxiv. 324}, but was drawn by mules (Horn.  Od.
vi. 73).     Eckhel (DocL Num. Vet. vol. vL p. 517) gives a coin
of Ephesus from Vaillant and Mus. Theupoli " with mules,"
but I do not know if it exists.    A two-wheeled mule chariot
occurs upon the coins of Rheginm and Messana (Leake, Num.
HeL Em* Greece, p. 189; Ini. Greece, p. 63), the type being in-
troduced by Anaxilaus, who won the victory in the mule chariot
race at the Olympic games ('Aj'a£/Xae . . . . ?$ j/o^foy-ian ruv
'Pyiylvtov £V£TV7rw<rtv ^awfjvTjv ko.l \aywv.    Aristot. Ap. PolL V.
75).
* Cohen, Med. Imp. Nos. 5-8.
 32	Cohen, Med. Imp. Nos. 77, 78.
 33	Cohen, Mid. Imp. Nos. 26, 27.
 34	Qohen, Med. Imp, Nos. 80—82.   A magnificent brass
medallion of Antoninus Pius   (Cohen, Med. Imp. No. 450,

